PM Announces Ram Temple Trust, ECI Says ‘Poll Code Not Violated’

The Union Cabinet today approved the setting up of a trust for the construction of a Ram temple at Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh. Prime Minister Narendra Modi today launched a trust that will oversee the construction of the Ram temple in Ayodhya. Indian National Congress leader Rahul Gandhi termed the announcement as a ‘political face-saver’.

New Delhi: The Union Cabinet today approved the setting up of a trust for the construction of a Ram temple at Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh. Prime Minister Narendra Modi today launched a trust that will oversee the construction of the Ram temple in Ayodhya. Indian National Congress leader Rahul Gandhi termed the announcement as a ‘political face-saver’.

The trust will be known as the Ayodhya Ram temple trust and will be chaired by the Prime Minister. The proposal was approved in principle by the cabinet earlier last week. However, the details like the constitution, funds and the manner of selection of the members were to be decided by the trust. The first decisions of the trust will be announced by October 30.

The trust’s decisions will be subject to the approval of the Union cabinet, a senior government official said. In light of the court’s order, the Prime Minister had announced on June 5 that the government would set up a Ram temple trust with a view to ensuring that the construction of the Ram temple in Ayodhya happens in a time-bound manner.

The trust will oversee the construction of the Ram temple and will have members from the Hindu community, RSS and other stakeholders, the prime minister had said. The Prime Minister had also said that the Ram temple trust will have the prime minister as the chairperson.

The Union cabinet today decided to set up the Ram temple trust under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister, and the union minister will be the ex-officio member of the trust. The union minister will be the ex-officio member of the trust and will have the power of the chairperson.

The Prime Minister said that the trust would be established in a constitutional and transparent manner and that it would have the same power as the Supreme Court.

Mr. Reddy said that the government would ensure that the trust will be established in a transparent and constitutional manner. The Prime Minister also said that the trust will have an independent status and will have decision-making power, and that it will have the power to decide on the construction of the Ram temple.

The Prime Minister also said that the trust will be established in a transparent and constitutional manner and that it will have the power to decide on the construction of the Ram temple.

The Trust’s decisions will be subject to the approval of the Union cabinet, a senior government official said. The Prime Minister had also said that the trust will have the power to decide on the construction of the Ram temple, and that it will have the power to decide on the construction of the Ram temple.

Our own capital, our Visakhapatnam: Jagan

The Andhra Pradesh government has identified land for a mosque and announced what he called “important decisions” on the construction of a mosque in the state capital. The move comes as the state government is planning to set up a trust to oversee the construction of a mosque in the state capital.

Jaganmohan Reddy announced that the land has been identified in the heart of the city and that it will be used for the construction of a mosque. He said that the government is planning to set up a trust to oversee the construction of the mosque and that it will be chaired by the Prime Minister.
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In a boost to the startup collective effort from Andhra Pradesh Tourism has up the scheme for five more APRIGPs. They responded by the Society for Elimination Technology of the startups companies. The five key thrust to facilitate it to play the role of doing business. We also plan to make it easier for entrepreneurs to set up operations in the cluster and also the nearby ports of Krishna and Chennai would benefit in impact-support operations.

**Alleged cases of 2 murdered by kin in separate incidents**

Family disputes have resulted in two alleged murders of family members in separate incidents in West Godavari and Guntur districts. In both incidents, a 60-year-old man was murdered by his son and a 28-year-old woman was killed by her husband. In the first case, a 60-year-old man was murdered by his son and his wife after an argument over property. In the second case, a 28-year-old woman was killed by her husband after a dispute over family issues. Both incidents are being investigated by the police.

**HSL completes INS Sindhuvir refit ahead of deadline**

The High-Speed Logistic Ship (HSL) INS Sindhuvir completed its refit ahead of schedule. The project was undertaken to enhance the ship's capabilities as part of the Indian Navy's efforts to modernize its fleet. The refit included the installation of new combat systems and upgrades to the ship's hull and propulsion systems. The ship is expected to play a critical role in India's maritime security and defense operations.

**ICGS Samudra Paheredar sets sail for home**

Indian Coast Guard ship ICGS Samudra Paheredar, on a mission to evaluate the performance of its new engines, sets sail for home from Dubai after a successful deployment in the UAE. The ship has been deployed in the Gulf of Oman for several weeks and is expected to return home soon.

**ALG holds conference on plant sciences**

The Second International Conference on Plant Sciences (ALG) was held in Visakhapatnam. The conference brought together scientists from around the world to discuss the latest research and developments in plant sciences, including topics such as biotechnology, plant physiology, and crop improvement. The conference featured keynote speeches, panel discussions, and poster presentations, providing a platform for researchers to share their findings and network with colleagues.

**APSEE seeks Defence cluster at Donakonda**

The Andhra Pradesh State Electronics and Semiconductor Association (APSEE) has proposed the setup of a defence cluster at Donakonda in the state. The proposal is aimed at attracting investments from the defence sector and establishing a new industrial hub in the region. The association is working with the state government to finalize the details of the proposal and move forward with the project.

**Rs 1,196 cr allocated to Railways in Railway Budget 2022-23**

The government has allocated Rs 1,196 crore to the Railways sector in the 2022-23 Railways Budget. The funds will be used to improve railway infrastructure, enhance safety, and support various railway projects. The allocation includes Rs 275 crore for the construction of a new railway line between Mandasaur and Khandwa in Madhya Pradesh, Rs 165 crore for the expansion of the existing line between Sholapur and Ambajogai in Maharashtra, and Rs 150 crore for the Modernisation of the Hyderabad-Mumbai route. The budget also includes funds for the development of railway stations, electrification of railway lines, and the construction of new railway lines.
English not luxury but necessity: Japan

CM writes to PM on SCS, cites Finance panel report

GVL advises YSRCP to not press for special status

AP sets up Disha police stations...

Naidu taking up meaningless protests: C Ramachandraiah

Sustained protests affecting farmers

Clear houses list applications, officials told

Naidu promises ‘full cooperation’

Devineni Uma scared of being exposed: Anil

Unemployment rate at 6.1% in 17 states, govt cites survey
data...
Some Congress members alleged that the patriotic segment of the society was being "dirty politics" over the CAA-NRC debate. "Genocide" of Hindus and Sikhs and "genocide" of Muslims were used to describe these arguments, the members alleged.
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Indian Army leaders, especially in the western region, are facing a shortage of officers. A recent survey by the Indian Army has shown that the officer corps is facing a critical shortage of officers, especially in the western region. The survey, conducted by the Army headquarters, revealed that the shortage is mainly due to the high number of retirements and the low number of officers joining the Army. The survey also highlighted the need for immediate action to address the shortage, as it is affecting the morale of the soldiers and the efficiency of the Army operations.

The shortage in the officer corps is a long-standing issue that has been worsening over the years. The Army has been facing a shortage of officers for a decade, and the situation has reached a critical point. The shortage is not only affecting the western region but also other parts of the country. The Army has been trying to address the shortage through various initiatives, such as increasing the number of officer training colleges and improving the recruitment process. However, the shortage continues to be a major concern for the Army.

The Indian Army is one of the largest armed forces in the world, and it plays a crucial role in maintaining the security of the country. The officers are the backbone of the Army, and their shortage is a matter of great concern. The Army is taking various steps to address the shortage, but it requires a long-term strategy to tackle the issue effectively. The Army needs to focus on improving the officer training system, attracting more young men to join the Army, and retaining the officers who join the service.
NRC on hold?

This may just be a pleasure garden and will be back polls the BJP's performance in State polls.

PRAYAGRAJ: BUTTA

It is speculative how the military hierarchy and the Civil Administration view the Republic Day celebrations at Republic Square. The centre of the Government of India was consumed in India's exit from Afghanistan, theLRD and the two testing centers between them. More essentially, it is the military's mission to go to a planning-based census or justify itself as a way of rounding out illegal immigrants. Clearly, a civil society movement has grown such a swell among common citizens across India, from students to grannies, from working class to businessmen, and affected the nation's productivity to such an extent as to demand a comprehensive ending. Combating with the venom of the hate speeches flying far and fast and the moral misrepresentative apology and narrow view again of any sector of a school play, the strong agenda push has even left to applicants and defendants somewhat relievably.

The civil unrest across the country has given us a prima facie lesson in democracy. Many people who might vote in elections are being beaten up; many others are not being allowed to vote. And it means that the people's verdict needs to be respected, that it needs to be reflected upon. If the people's mandate cannot be reflected upon, then what is the latest Home Ministry clarification in Parliament that then was no plan for the NRC. The Government has been Industrious to find a way out of the problem. It has come at a time when the Home Ministry, including Home Minister Amit Shah, and even Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath, has said that the NRC is but temporary to offset general fury over the country's economic and political climate. With shrinking habitats and a reduced prey base, our aim is to develop 25

Abuse of child rights in Bihar: A blight on BJP

PRADEEP LOKAV NAG

T he police investigation of a nine-year-old girl's murder in a school in Kaimur district in Bihar, in connection with a pedophile scandal in the Government of India (GoI), constitutes a flagrant abuse of child rights. It is a terrible reflection on the current GoI administration in any circumstances. The police probe into the murder of the child — which is also being investigated by the Seemanchal Police — reveals how many pathetic cases with similar circumstances are being handled; how many pathetic cases are remaining without any hope of justice. The school in question was only five minutes away from the police station and the girl's body was found in her classroom. It was a short day and she had just gone for lunch. Her clothes were still stuck in her body. She must have been stabbed several times. Her body, with several stabs in the back, was found in her classroom.

One is naturally curious about the fact that the GoI, in its capacity as the State Government, failed to protect the child after the murder. It is a matter of concern that the GoI, in its capacity as the State Government, failed to protect the child after the murder. It is a matter of concern that the GoI, in its capacity as the State Government, failed to protect the child after the murder.
The responsibility of States to attend to displaced people or illegal immigrants cannot be taken away from a State. The Centre assuming for itself a bigger role by a law such as this is only an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent that a suspected foreigner or an illegal immigrant is treated as a gal border crosser is often denied right to raise a charge of citizenship. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains as both the jurisdictional forum and locus of the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor, the subject under Article 21. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the purview of the CAA is a potent weapon in the hands of the Centre and States pertaining to validity of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution. The quasi-autonomous status of the Governor remains an abiding responsibility of the State. Citizenship Rules, 2003, recognize the citizenship law is exploited to the maximum extent. So, the SC has to decide on the basis of the CAA to make it consistent with the FT Act. Indeed, the CAA in the first instance, the critical question is, can the Centre assume for itself a bigger role by a law such as this? It is not a question of the State in entirety to secure all other rights under the Constitution.
**GOYAL GETS PLANTS ON E-COMM PLATFORMS**

The commerce and industry ministry has received representations regarding allegedly unfair competition practices by e-commerce companies. The ministry has said that it would look into the matter.

The ministry also said that it had been informed that some e-commerce companies were violating the Competition Act by engaging in predatory pricing and excessive discounts.

The ministry said that it had received representations from various stakeholders, including consumers, traders, and businesses, alleging unfair practices by e-commerce companies.

The ministry said that it would take appropriate action to ensure fair competition in the e-commerce sector.

**CBOT to collect data on direct tax cases**

The Commodity and 20th Century Bank has decided to collect data on direct tax cases. The bank has set up a direct tax committee to monitor the cases and ensure that they are being handled efficiently.

The committee will be responsible for tracking the status of cases, as well as reviewing and approving the fees charged by law firms.

**Average price of gold in India**

The average price of gold in India for the month of January was Rs 49,820 per 10 grams.

The price of gold in India has been falling since the start of the year, with the metal hitting a seven-year low in January.

**Indonesia’s economic growth**

Indonesia’s economic growth slowed to 5.02 per cent in the December quarter, from 5.65 per cent in the September quarter.

The slowdown was due to a sharp decline in investment, as well as a fall in exports.

**Asian markets build on global rally as virus fears ease**

Asian markets rallied on Wednesday as investors welcomed signs of stabilising in recent months following a protracted growth slowdown.

China’s main index, the Shanghai Composite, rose 1.5 per cent, while Japan’s Nikkei 225 gained 1.8 per cent.

**Senex rallies 353 pts; Nifty reclaim 12K**

Senex Energy and Nifty have both rallied strongly today, with Senex up 353 per cent and Nifty up 3.01 per cent.

Senex has reported a sharp increase in production, while Nifty has been boosted by strong macroeconomic data.

**MG Motor plans to set up second plant in India**

MG Motor plans to set up a second plant in India, according to a company official.

The company, which is a joint venture between China’s SAIC Motor and India’s Mahindra & Mahindra, currently has one plant in the country.

**Homegrown auto major Mahindra & Mahindra on Wednesday invited expressions of interest for its electric vehicle business.**

The company is looking to sell a new electric vehicle business to a strategic investor or a partner.

**Mahindra's eKUV 101 launch**

Mahindra & Mahindra on Wednesday launched its new electric vehicle, the eKUV 101.

The car is priced at Rs 8.25 lakh.

**CAR TRENDS**

Asian markets on Wednesday extended this week’s global rally following a rally in New York, while safe haven assets saw a slight rally as worries about the coronavirus outbreak continued.

The S&P 500 index gained 0.7 per cent, while the Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 0.8 per cent.

In Japan, the Nikkei 225 index gained 1.0 per cent, while in the eurozone, the Stoxx 600 index rose 0.8 per cent.

**Indonesia’s economic growth**

Indonesia’s economic growth slowed to 5.02 per cent in the December quarter, from 5.65 per cent in the September quarter.

The slowdown was due to a sharp decline in investment, as well as a fall in exports.

**Asian markets build on global rally as virus fears ease**

Asian markets rallied on Wednesday as investors welcomed signs of stabilising in recent months following a protracted growth slowdown.

China’s main index, the Shanghai Composite, rose 1.5 per cent, while Japan’s Nikkei 225 gained 1.8 per cent.

**Senex Energy and Nifty have both rallied strongly today, with Senex up 353 per cent and Nifty up 3.01 per cent.**

Senex has reported a sharp increase in production, while Nifty has been boosted by strong macroeconomic data.

**MG Motor plans to set up a second plant in India, according to a company official.**

The company, which is a joint venture between China’s SAIC Motor and India’s Mahindra & Mahindra, currently has one plant in the country.

**Homegrown auto major Mahindra & Mahindra on Wednesday invited expressions of interest for its electric vehicle business.**

The company is looking to sell a new electric vehicle business to a strategic investor or a partner.

**Mahindra’s eKUV 101 launch**

Mahindra & Mahindra on Wednesday launched its new electric vehicle, the eKUV 101.

The car is priced at Rs 8.25 lakh.
Stressed out? Anxious? PRACTISE YOGA

Paidam Naidu, who has been teaching yoga to people for free since 2011, speaks to V SATEESH REDDY on how he helps people deal with stress and anxiety by doing yoga and more

The beginnings of yoga in India can be traced back 5,000 years ago. Since then, yoga has been taught to people wanting to take care of the mind and body through physical and mental disciplines to achieve a peaceful body and mind. Vijayawada-based Paidam Naidu who studied MBBS at Osmania University and has a Diploma in Yoga Therapy from Swami Vishuktananda Yoga Centre, Bangaluru, gives free yoga lessons. Till date, he has helped more than 50,000 people learn yoga. Speaking to The Pioneer, Naidu said: “Usually, people learn yoga to get relief from stress. But most of the yoga classes taken by the people are not regulated. Many of the yoga centers take thousands of rupees as fees to teach people. To overcome this problem, I started Yoga Bharathi in 2011 to give free yoga classes to people. Till date, I helped more than 50,000 people learn yoga.” Naidu said that yoga classes not only help relieve stress and anxiety but also help in curing many diseases like gastric problem, cervical spondylosis and more. He shared, “I’ve treated thousands, which is common among people these days. Trichrotosis is common among youngsters and is treated for three months. The other issues include Arthi Chakrasanam for arthritis, Vayuchrotsam for gastric problems, Patana Mahaa Aurangam for back pain, and Tushanna Paddatuloo for thyroid, Gomukhasanam to treat skin problems. He said the response from the participants of his yoga classes has been positive. “Many people thanked me for helping them in curing their chronic ailments. One participant appreciated my work and even shared it on Twitter. He said that he was inspired to learn yoga after reading my book. It was a great compliment for me!” The book he published recently includes some simple asanas to follow and tells the do’s and don’ts of performing asanas. He said that 20 minutes of yoga every day helps people feel peaceful and gives confidence to face any problem. “Since then, I have been conducting regular yoga camps and competitions to inspire people.”

“Till date, we conducted more than 70 free yoga camps for people in rural areas. We are also conducting yoga championships every year to inspire people to expand our services across Telugu states,” he said.

Acclaimed broadcast journalist Barkha Dutt was in Hyderabad where she spoke about changing trend among people in consuming news, her journey as a war journalist and more. By PNS

Electronic media is experiencing a digitalized phase in the space. “It is the moment when the digital is merging with the physical. I heard about a country where the digital news, which is also used by the FICCI Ladies Organisation (FLO), spoke about various topics including her prizewinners on the elections in Delhi, Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), National Register of Citizens (NRC), and more. One thing I learnt with over 20 years of experience is that journalism is to serve people well. But it looks like news can be an advantage. People now have more access to news and central elections. Based on this, I feel that news has to have an advantage.” According to Barkha, there is a changing trend among people in consuming news. “People are increasingly going towards the internet because it is easy, you can read it at any time. The old-fashioned newspaper is also vanishing. In fact, I read an article recently. It says a bus has also shifted its sights to help students.”

Speaking of media literacy, she said children need to be taught about media. “Media literacy is an important aspect of children’s lifestyle. A special class should be designed where students are asked their views and how they listen to the news programmes,” she explained. “Giving an insight about media, Barkha said, “My first book, ‘The Disappearing Journalist’ was not well. I am coming out with another book on the failures of the Opposition party in India. This book will be out this year.” Speaking about news, she said when women rise, raise their voice governments and other institutions will also rise. She added: “What you call against anything that they feel strongly about.”

A walk for life

Coronavirus and Ayurveda are the most important and well-researched concepts in preventing and treating the disease through natural medicine and herbs. Elle Bauer’s work on Ayurveda is highly recognized and she is known to be a leading expert in this field.

Pallavi, Gopinath, Chair of the National Council on Women’s Rights, is a noted Ayurvedic expert and is known for her work on Ayurveda. She has written several books on Ayurveda and is known for her ability to simplify complex concepts and make them accessible to everyone.

Pratibha, Secretary of Ayurveda, is another well-known expert in the field of Ayurveda. She has written several books on Ayurveda and is known for her ability to simplify complex concepts and make them accessible to everyone.

The government has also started several programmes to promote Ayurveda and help people understand its benefits. One such programme is the AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha, and Homoeopathy) Mission, which aims to promote and develop the use of Ayurveda and other traditional systems of medicine. The government has also launched several Ayurvedic hospitals and dispensaries across the country to make Ayurveda more accessible to people.

‘When women raise voice, govt listen’

Electronic media is experiencing a digitalized phase in the space. “It is the moment when the digital is merging with the physical. I heard about a country where the digital news, which is also used by the FICCI Ladies Organisation (FLO), spoke about various topics including her prizewinners on the elections in Delhi, Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA), National Register of Citizens (NRC), and more. One thing I learnt with over 20 years of experience is that journalism is to serve people well. But it looks like news can be an advantage. People now have more access to news and central elections. Based on this, I feel that news has to have an advantage.” According to Barkha, there is a changing trend among people in consuming news. “People are increasingly going towards the internet because it is easy, you can read it at any time. The old-fashioned newspaper is also vanishing. In fact, I read an article recently. It says a bus has also shifted its sights to help students.”
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Coronavirus and Ayurveda are the most important and well-researched concepts in preventing and treating the disease through natural medicine and herbs. Elle Bauer’s work on Ayurveda is highly recognized and she is known to be a leading expert in this field.
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Raval, Juneja put Delhi on mat

**India End Tour on high**

Navneet’s brace sees women’s team through in last match of tour

**Ram-raja storms into doubles quarters**

Mukund loses in singles despite gritty show

**PSG extend unbeaten run**

Tie's edge move points clear with tight Nantes win

**Highton took pay cut to cut 'dream club' link**

**Barnes and Tuchel**

**Ram-raja storms into doubles quarters**

Parthiv Ramdas and Ramandeep Singh were on fire against the Mexicans in the Ram-raja doubles match. Both had a vision to get their teams into the quarters from where they could book their place in the quarters. Ram-raja finished 15-7, 15-8, 8-10, 8-6, 6-3 against Guatemalan pair of Linares and Mengel to set up a semi-final clash against French pair of Cian Lenoir and Gabriel Morel. Meanwhile, Mukund managed to get the better of the Mexican duo on the court. His 15-11, 11-9 victory saw the Mexican duo off the court. The Indian rising star played the perfect mix of aggressiveness and patience in the crucial group stages of the tournament.

**HIGHLANDER GOAL NOT ENOUGH FOR WIN**

As an amazing night's goal

Four appearances for magic-defining Elting, Brazil's national team debut

Haidarid's goal not enough for win

**Cameroon’s goal not enough**

An amazing night's goal

Four appearances for magic-defining Elting, Brazil's national team debut

Haidarid's goal not enough for win

**Leverkusen and Leverkusen**

The 24-year-old German international scored twice in Leverkusen’s 3-1 victory over Leverkusen on Saturday. He opened the scoring just before halftime and added his second goal after the interval to complete his hat-trick. Haidarid's goal was not enough for an away side.

**Singapore vs Kerala Blasters**

The two teams played out a goalless draw in their Group A encounter on Thursday. However, Haidarid's side could only manage a 1-1 draw against the Indian outfit.

**PSG extend unbeaten run, Tuchel's side move 15 points clear with tight Nantes win**
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Tuchel's side move 15 points clear with tight Nantes win
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**Writer Sreedhar Seepana to direct Kalyaan Dhev**

*Popular production house, Gold Pictures and People Media Factory, will be partnering with Sreedhar Aggarwal and his team to produce Seepana’s third project. Popular writer Sreedhar Seepana, who worked on scripts for Pooja Ranganad, Donalda and Shankar among others, is a name that is familiar to the industry and his projects have always been backed by a family business. When contacted, Seepana told us, “The script has all the elements like love and humour to make it a family entertainer. We will go to the extreme and try to transmute the story in a family backdrop."

**Kajal unveils her Madame Tussauds wax statue**

"Yes, Kajal Aggarwal’s Madame Tussauds statue was unveiled on Thursday, and the actress was all smiles as she posed right next to her splendid wax figure. She thanked Tussauds, she posed right next to her splendid wax figure, she posed right next to her splendid wax figure."

**Vishnu in LA for dream project**

Hearing guns on floors in Telugu films have become a norm, but the film industry knows that the story which it is in finally reaching its climax. Inspired by a Rs. 300 crore hit in Mandarin seven years ago, that shook the entire TVT world, the film about a family and its PC who is a heist, will be shot in Los Angeles. Vishnu Prabhas, who was recently in LA for his performance at the International Indian Film Academy (IIFA) Awards, will go on for ten more days. The film, which is a Sequel, Tamil and Hindi tri-lingual, seems to have a number of supporting cast coming in. Kapil Aggarwal, Neenas Chandra, Varun and Sharma. Vishnu Prabhas said that he is looking forward to his role in the film."

**LOVE STORY moves to Armoor**

The filming of Sakshi's Sarath Kumar's Love Story, starring Naga Chaitanya and his wife Samantha Akkineni, was recently shot at Auroville in Puducherry. The film's producer, and distributor, Tirupati, who usually keeps himself away from scriptures couldn’t help but oblige the requests of the team, including the producer, Tirupati, Nandini, who was instrumental in setting the film's producer, and distributor, Tirupati, who usually keeps himself away from scriptures couldn’t help but oblige the requests of the team, including the producer, Tirupati, Nandini, who was instrumental in setting the film.